DEDICATION
LCDR TERRY G. ROBERTSON

In keeping with the newly founded tradition at our unit, the Harpoon begins with a dedication which usually goes to a leaving member of the staff. Surprisingly enough, this year’s dedication goes to Lieutenant Commander Terry ROBERTSON, the individual who first suggested the dedication three years ago! During his tour here he has been the spark which has ignited the junior class. No matter how dry the lecture material, class was never dull.
LCDR ROBERTSON has a gift for spicing up common information with sea stories and colorful expressions. He always had helpful hints to memorize day shapes or rules of the road. He is a fierce competitor and his spirit has rubbed off on every junior class he’s had.
One year his class challenged the seniors in football and won! It is not difficult to see why LCDR ROBERTSON was the natural choice to receive the Harpoon dedication. He has contributed greatly to the unit and to our learning experience. We know he will continue to do the same as XO on board the USS WICHITA (AOR 1).

Best of luck in the future.

With thanks and appreciation
OSU NROTC

Appreciation is shown in many ways. Here LCDR ROBERTSON grins good naturedly after being dumped in Mary’s River by his adoring class.

LCDR ROBERTSON, the man in charge, quarterbacks for the juniors.

Where he likes it best... SURROUNDED by women!
Got a question?

This man's got an answer!

"Morck, the best way to keep your face out of trouble is to keep the lower half of it shut!"

EVEN TURKEYS NEED LOVE!

When he's not playing, LCDR ROBERTSON still has to be in the act, even if it's just coaching.

"Basketball at noon? Hmm ... that gives me two hours to heal!"

Fiery competitor that he is, LCDR ROBERTSON plays a mean game at shortstop.

LCMR ROBERTSON watches a play intently.
From my vantage point commissioning day 1980 was the highlight of a very good year for the NROTC at Oregon State University.

Most projects, tasks, competitions, drills and social functions were carried off in very fine style.

We have made changes - hopefully for the better - and intend to continue the review of all programs with an eye for improvement. However, as we all know, the heart of this organization rests in the Battalion and I have not been disappointed by performance since my arrival. In fact I have found the outstanding reputation of this Unit is based on real-life performance, initiative and “can-do”.

For those departing my very best wishes for good luck and a fulfilling tour in the multitude of various warfare specialties to which you are reporting. You are an outstanding group. Keep on charging in the way you have here and success is guaranteed.

My best to the Class of 1980!

CAPT, and Mrs. WILLIAMS
COMMANDER R.H. REILEY, USN
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF
NAVAL SCIENCE

Best wishes to the Class of 1980. This has been a super year. Your leadership of the Battalion was outstanding. I look forward to hearing great things about you from the fleet.

CDR. and Mrs. REILEY
UNIT STAFF

LCDR Terry G. ROBERTSON
Junior Class Instructor

MAJ Richard J. DEICHL
Marine Option Instructor

LCDR John H. WOODARD
Freshman Class Instructor

LT Dennis W. MILLER
Senior Class Instructor
LT Thomas L. HAGEN  
Sophomore Class Instructor

LT Richard H. MORCK  
Freshman Class Instructor

LTJG Kevin M. Lees  
Incoming Junior Class Instructor

MSGT Robert C. PAGE  
Asst. Marine Option Instructor

QMSC Paul D. WITMER  
Asst. Junior Class Instructor
VNC Robert E. FISCHER
Administrative Assistant

Susan Bastendorff
Federal Secretary

SKC Louis BACON
Unit Supply

Lorraine Jackimiec
Federal Secretary
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I, having been appointed an Ensign in the United States Navy, or a Second Lieutenant in the United States Marine Corps, do accept such appointment and do solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic. That I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same. That I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion. That I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about to enter, so help me God.

OSU President, ROBERT McVICAR, greets VADM GREER and CAPT WILLIAMS in front of Mitchell Playhouse.

The end product of four to five years of hard work - newly commissioned officers! Front row: VADM GREER, Clive CAMPBELL, Jim ALAMEDA, Mike BARNES, Mike BARNETT, Larry VELLUCCI, Dwain MEYER, CAPT WILLIAMS. Second row: Rob ABBLITT, Bruce ZUEST, Dave BECKER, Walt CARSTON, Gary SWEARINGEN, Rick SCHOENBERG. Third row: Pete DAHL, Clarke LETHIN, Steve BANHAM, Vivian MADISON, Dave GREER, Hironori PETERSON, Jeff DUNAN, Mark HINRICHs. Back row: Bruce VANDENBOS, Tony LAIRD, Tom JARDINE, Carl CARPENTER, Bill DONOR, Larry MOFFITT, Mike BUSE.
WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT

Major DEICHL swears in Clive CAMPBELL and Bruce ZUEST on the quarterdeck.

The new Ensigns are sworn in.

Commissioning officer, Vice Admiral Howard GREER.

The Drill Team stands by to render honors.
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TOP PACE congratulates 2NDLT Jim ALAMEDA
THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 1980

James H. ALAMEDA
Business Administration
The Basic School

Michael V. BARNES
Safety
The Basic School

Mike BARNETT
Business Administration
The Basic School
Eric T. BENDER
Nuclear Engineering
Leave of Absence

Loren L. BROOKS
Geography
Leave of Absence

R. Dale BURROWS
Electrical Engineering
Leave of Absence

Clive W. CAMPBELL
History
The Basic School

Carl A. CARPENTER
Computer Science
Surface Warfare

David M. GREER
Architecture
Naval Aviation
Michael A. HANTEN
Business Administration
Leave of Absence

Mark S. HINRICH
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Reactors

Thomas J. JARDINE
Business Administration
Naval Aviation

P. Anthony LAIRD
Physical Science
Naval Aviation

Clarke R. LETHIN
Management
The Basic School
Stephen C. RORKE
Electrical Engineering
Leave of Absence

Paul E. STOECKER
Ocean Engineering
Leave of Absence

Patrick J. TERRY
Mechanical Engineering
Leave of Absence

Bruce A. VANDENBOS
Mechanical Engineering
Naval Aviation

Lawrence M. VELLUCCI
Political Science
The Basic School
Rookies participate in a congenial (?) game of pushball.

ABOVE: The Class of 1983 is sworn in.  
BELOW: Admin . . . the red tape flows.

Bob MOFFITT gets grilled by Mike BARNES.
The rookies run... and run... and run... Here Loren BROOKS encourages Dave BARBOUR in the last leg of the run.

BELOW: “Hey, you guys! Watch the hands!”

2nd Company strains in a tough game of tug-of-war.

Mike BARNES tests Derek VAN WYCK’s push-up ability.

The Marines bring up the rear.
CDR REILEY presents Dave PALMER with the "Most Racimiferous Rook" Award.

ABOVE: Erica BODNER and Terry PARLIER view the chow with suspicion.
RIGHT: LCDR ROBERTSON displays his quick hands as he pulls down a high hike.
LEFT: Kevin Cady scarfs down another hamburger.
BELOW: Dan Carter looks for a receiver as Kevin Cady and Alan Bonslett block.

Jim McIntosh tires of the football game and wrestles with Joe Gregoire on the sidelines.

Junior/Sophomore football game.

ABOVE: Scott Afong: a typical Hawaiian "goat roper".
LEFT: LT Morck stares in disgust at the seniors score yet another TD - Score 42-0.
NAVY AND MARINE CORPS BIRTHDAY BALL

Dave LEINGANG: Please, somebody laugh!

Color Guard works together and plays together.

Clarke LETHIN pours another for Pete DAHL and Jim ALAMEDA.

Clyde BURTON and Jim WELTY take in a slow dance with their dates.

Captain WILLIAMS serves the first piece of cake to Mark DEVOE, the youngest middle present.
2nd Company marches smartly.

Seeing double. The RILEY twins await inspection.

Parade Marshall, Pappy BOYINGTON on the courthouse steps.

Jim ALAMEDA explains last minute details to the Drill Team.

WW II and WW I veterans.
Clarke LETHIN gives Eric CARTER a thorough inspection during squad competition.

Fall term Battalion staff.

Captain WILLIAMS speaks to the Battalion for the first time.
Eric CARTER commands his squad in drill competition.

Gregg GEORGE and his squad present arms.

Jerry BERRY points out discrepancies in Steve HERMAN's uniform.

Carl CARPENTER and Larry MOFFITT primp their platoon members for inspection.
EARLY COMMISSIONING
FALL AND WINTER

ABOVE: John MYRAH signs the commissioning log.
BELOW: Guy VARLAND, Cliff RATTE', Mike LAUZEN, and John MYRAH about to be commissioned.

Roger ROULEAU flashes his million dollar grin.

Cliff RATTE' and his sister.

Captain WILLIAMS swears in Scott WILKENING as Commander REILEY interprets the meaning of the oath.
Mark HINRICHS practices for his interview with ADM RICKOVER by proposing to one of the waitresses.

Bruce VANDENBOS shares a story with Jim ALAMEDA and Mike BARNES.

Dave LEINGANG offers LCDR WOODARD a cigar.

LEFT: The smoking lamp is lit.